
It took more than three hours to glue on this collection of beads. Every bead was carefully covered in hot melt glue and placed so that the threading holes do not show. 

At the waist is a belt of large, silver  washers, covered in a net of gold mesh. 

I was glad that I had saved this  broken hair clasp. 
Part of one breast is covered in wobbly, googly eyes, in a sea of glittery tiny beads. 

The butterfly is perched on a glamorous belt buckle with a  pattern of gemstones. 



The original sports club emblem on this lapel pin was covered in micro gold beads and tiny metal roses. 

Blue jewelled buttons were glued to this pink holographic cloth and gold braid was glued on top to hide the edges of the cloth. 

I pleated this wire edged ribbon, and then glued it down, to give more texture and interest. 

The face of this brooch is plaster of paris and the hair is wool dipped in coloured Paver-pol and sprinkled with glitter. 

I added more glitter to this piece of embroidered cloth. 



The other side of the base is signed in glitter paint. 

Dozens of small screws are glued to this section. 

The large black and silver beads where very thick and sat up too far. Rather than cut holes for them, I mixed impasto gel with purple paint and made a thick layer. I pushed all the beads into this. This allowed all the beads including the smaller silver ones to be securely  anchored with no visible glue. Once again I was  careful to hide the threading holes of the beads. 

The background is punched pink foil glued over gold paint and edged with braid. The angel is made of commercial wings and large, flat, pink gems. 

The base is decorated with gold mesh. 

Pink gems are hot melt glued to a dark blue  background. 


